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Abstract
Social media, one of the greatest tools for sharing information, are used for various purposes in health like educational and promotional activities, communication - of research findings and during crisis readiness. In addition, online conference and webinar for health purpose, e-procurement of health commodities and telemedicine are some domains where we use social media. In contrast to these, it brings out various ill impacts on health directly or indirectly, such as cyberbullying, depression, anxiety, sleep disorders, physical inactivity- a boost factor for non-communicable diseases and internet addiction. As this field is new in health and being used innovatively, issues of their effectiveness, privacy and confidentiality begin to rise. Moreover, authenticity of the health information available on social media is another issue, all of which need guidance by evidence based acts and regulations. Else, it may harm the belief of users on the platform, which is the future for health information sharing. With very few researches done regarding the use of internet and social media, and increasing addiction towards them possesses an extra threat to health in Nepal. Hence, research regarding possible hazards of social media use and relative effectiveness of social media over other communication channel is needed, to develop necessary strategies to overcome possible threats to health and utilize social media for health to its optimum potential.
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Introduction
Social media, as defined by Investopedia, are “internet based software or interfaces that allow an individual to interact with one another, exchanging details about their lives, such as biographical data, professional information, personal photos and up to the minute thoughts”. Their rapid advancement and increased uses have taken over our lifestyle even in a low income country like Nepal. Furthermore, with the increase in smartphone use, social media users have also increased in accordance. In Nepal, the most used social media are Facebook, Twitter, Google Plus, Pinterest, YouTube, Viber, Instagram, LinkedIn and blogs (1). Besides, there are some native social media, but unfortunately lack of originality and advancement, they are not popular even among Nepalese (2). While talking about health related social media, above mentioned social media are also used for health purpose. There are many health related groups/community and pages, owned by an individual or organization, on Facebook, Google plus, etc. Besides, there are few health news portals like Swasthya Khabar Patrika, Nepali health, Hamro health, Hamro doctor, etc., discussion forums like Springboard and some health related blogs offering people to interact on health topics.

The use of social media is skyrocketing, not only in high-income countries, but also in low and middle-income countries. General people, health professionals and health organization at various level uses them for mass communication. How we take control over our health, now differs due to rise of technology. Hence, public health 2.0 including e-health and m-health, where social media are one of the greatest tools for sharing information, are used for various purposes in health like educational and promotional activities, communication - of research findings and during crisis readiness. In addition, online conference and webinar for health purpose, e-procurement of health commodities and telemedicine are some domains where we use social media. In contrast to these, it brings out various ill impacts on health directly or indirectly, such as cyberbullying, depression, anxiety, sleep disorders, physical inactivity- a boost factor for non-communicable diseases and internet addiction. As this field is new in health and being used innovatively, issues of their effectiveness, privacy and confidentiality begin to rise. Moreover, authenticity of the health information available on social media is another issue, all of which need guidance by evidence based acts and regulations. Else, it may harm the belief of users on the platform, which is the future for health information sharing. With very few researches done regarding the use of internet and social media, and increasing addiction towards them possesses an extra threat to health in Nepal. Hence, research regarding possible hazards of social media use and relative effectiveness of social media over other communication channel is needed, to develop necessary strategies to overcome possible threats to health and utilize social media for health to its optimum potential.

Social Media as opportunity
Social media came into light as a potentially powerful medium for health communication, particularly with adolescents and young populations. The use of social media in health communication has been expanding rapidly, with millions of users worldwide. This has led to a rise in the use of social media platforms for health-related purposes, including health education, health promotion, and health communication. Social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube have been used to disseminate health-related information, such as health promotion messages, disease prevention strategies, and health education programs. Social media platforms have also been used to engage with communities and individuals to encourage healthy behaviors and provide support for those living with chronic conditions.

However, there are concerns about the quality and accuracy of health information on social media. The lack of regulation and oversight in social media platforms has led to the spread of false health information and the promotion of harmful health practices. In addition, the rapid spread of health information through social media can lead to concerns about the impact on public health, such as the spread of misinformation about vaccination and other public health interventions.

Despite these concerns, social media offer tremendous potential for improving public health outcomes. By leveraging the power of social media, public health professionals can reach a wider audience and engage with communities in new and innovative ways. However, it is important to ensure that the information shared on social media is accurate, evidence-based, and culturally appropriate. In conclusion, social media offer a powerful tool for improving public health outcomes, but careful consideration and oversight are needed to ensure that the information shared is accurate and culturally appropriate.
adults. The key areas of social media in public health are healthy choices, health information, health research, identification of behaviors, career advancement (3), public health surveillance (4), appropriate intervention, strategies and health policy (3, 5), where they are being used innovatively. In urban Nepal, where there is higher social media user, it can be used as landscape for health research. Rare disease specific groups on social media and patients' forum can be used for patient tracking, also for research purpose. Health information disseminated via social media circulate at greater speed. This information can help general people to know about healthy choices and make informed decisions. Further, it can also help in career advancement including job and education, and professional network building. As mentioned above, online petitions offer the potential to influence health policies and strategies.

Despite some ambiguity, dramatic growth of online social networks and web 2.0 offers immense potential for delivery of health behavior change encompassing, but not limited to, alcohol and tobacco consumption, dietary intake and physical activity (6). For this, patients/clients can be empowered through e-counseling and webinar as they are available at lower cost and reduce geographical barrier. Telemedicine in Nepal is one good attempt at this.

Moreover, live tweeting can be used to provide current patient and possible patient with how medical procedures work (7). Culture of such practices has developed in various parts of the world, mostly targeting HIV patients and drug addicts including sensitive health topics. In Nepal, still many people are not well acquainted with the health system and medical procedures. Use of social media for live tweeting can be a good move to health service management at service sites.

Further, a heady alteration of communication landscape by development in social media presents new tools for engaging youth in sexual health promotion and risk reduction (8). In addition, social media can be quick, low cost and direct way for nutrition education to expand the scope of their targeted program. However, there are limited studies done to resolve their cost effectiveness issues. Considering, increasing risks of non-communicable disease in Nepal, health promotion activities via social media can play a great role.

Moreover, inter and intra-organizational communications, including personal and professional communication, is now easier than ever, providing opportunities for interaction and discussion, build and sustain networks, build trust, mobilize community and support engagement without any boundary barrier. Healthcare organizations can use social media for community engagement activities such as fundraising, consumer service and support, news and information sharing, education to patients, and advertising new services in form of social media marketing (9).

A study among baby boomers and older adults suggests, higher e-health literacy is associated with social media users (10). Individuals use the internet for actively seeking and passively receiving health information, which can be readily accessed in a variety of different formats. The rise of public health 2.0 enables rapid horizontal information sharing (3) and supplementary outlet for health related information as social media.

Information Communication Technology (ICT) policy of 2015 provides various opportunities like increasing coverage of broadband to every health institution (80% by 2020) (11), investing in eHealth for quality services and transparency and developing capacity of human resource for health through e-trainings where social media can play a role (12). Along, National health policy 2014 also opens the way for maximum utilization of social media, a component of ICT (13). For example, developing e-schools in Nepal with interactive digital health notice-board or I-display linked to social networking sites form authentic health organization will be a great move for providing health information and responding to related queries of students. Nevertheless, universal access to broadband and other internet services to reduce the digital divide among Nepalese is foremost to be able to utilize the above-mentioned opportunities (11).

Social Media as threat
In a study, 53 percent of government officials in Nepal spent three or more hours per day on social media. Though 89 percent of them believe social media to have positive impact, it brings some serious health problems directly or indirectly (14). According to Pew Research Centre, four in ten internet users in US experience online harassment (15). Data related to Nepal is lacking, though a study done among school students in Kathmandu valley points out 66% experienced at least one form of cyber bullying, while 34% received hateful messages (16). Cyber victims and cyberbullies face more emotional and psychosomatic problems, which further leads to social difficulties and feeling of being unsafe. Cyberbullying is often associated with severe depressive symptoms, ideation and substance use and even suicide attempts (17). These problems lead to poor psychosocial health and reduce productivity of the individual. Further, there are other offline consequences of online victimization. On the long run, it changes the concept of friendship and can affect culture, a determinant of health. Reduction in face-to-face communication due to increased use of social media, affects social relationships in daily life. Social media not only affects social dimension of health, but also largely interact with other dimensions like physical and mental.

The possible physical manifestation in the long term are obesity and diabetes influenced by the slowdown of metabolism and sedentary lifestyle associated with increased social media use. Further, big demons of the over use of social media are depression, mania, anxiety, sleep deprivation, eating disorder and internet addiction (probably epidemic of this century), insecurity and FEMO (Fear of Missing Out), and a degree of anti-social behaviors. They are growing silently in Nepal too, which is evidenced in fragmented researches done in different pockets so far in the country. A study shows, greater distractions and low grade among strict Facebook users among students (18). Vulnerable or troubled teenagers are at greater risks of those effects. Moreover, with possibility of wrong health information pandemics, it can mislead certain groups of people in Nepal, especially whose health literacy is not good enough. Along with it, there is threat of catchy Ads, which can be detrimental to health sometimes as they can influence health habits and health choices.

Nepal also faces digital divide across geographical region, social class and urban vs. rural context, that may lead to disparity in access of e-health services including health information available via social media.
Conclusion

Information exchanged over social media needs monitoring, with potent mechanism, for quality, reliability and user’s confidentiality and privacy. There are large numbers of social media, which might create dilemma that, which media will be the vehicle to reach the targets. On the other hand, many users, including health institutions and professionals use more than one social media, which are often interlinked with one another, enabling one-point multiplatform sharing. However, the relative effectiveness of the different types of social media for health communication and social media based different intervention models should be determined using randomized control trial. Research in the field of social media and health are still in infancy and in case of Nepal it seems to be in the prenatal stage. Very modest evidence that interventions incorporating online social networks may be effective, with the problem of retention of health information and sustainability of behavior change. Hence, research in this field should be in priority of the scientific community and public health establishment in Nepal, for which Nepal Health Research Council (NHRC) should play the leading role.

In the context of Nepal, the public health establishment, particularly governmental health organizations, seems skeptical towards this landscape, which is evolving at a blistering pace or are unclear about how it could be used. Authenticity of online health information poses another question towards the roles of health service providers to mitigate concern about misinformation without breaking user’s trust, as there is greater risk of fabrication.

Integrated national e-strategy development and implementation as aimed in broadband policy 2014 should incorporate comprehensive public health communication strategy to address these issues. Furthermore, digital divide among elderly, minority and poor population is social injustice, which may bring disparity in health information access. Nepal still ranked 136th with ICT development index of 2.59 (19). Hence, the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Information and Communication should work in collaboration to reduce the digital divide, address social media security paradox, create opportunities and utilize them for the promotion of better health.
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